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I. INTRODUCTION TO THE STRAIN ANALYSIS OF 
SOLID PROPELLANT GRAINS 
In this report the groundwork is laid for the proposed work scope 
which stressed the need for a greater understanding of the solid mechanics 
of grains. Particular emphasis will be directed toward the multi-axial 
behavior of thick walled configurations. The work falls naturally into 
three areas; (1) analysis procedures, (Z) material properties. and (3) 
failure criteria. 
As a necessary preliminary to treating specific designs, certain 
material of general applicability must be developed, collected, and 
summarized . The following sections therefore deal with a general 
description of viscoelastic analysis and material representation, discussed 
by contrast with more conventional engineering analysis. By this means 
a background is established for the collection of elastic design formulas 
which are included in the second section of the report. 
Operational Concept for Stress-Strain Relations 
When a steel tensile specimen at a moderate temperature is stretch-
ed, it is observed that the instantaneous strain is very nearly proportional 
to the applied stress up to the yield point; and that if the bar is unloaded 
gradually the stress follows the same law. Consequently, we say the 
material obeys Hooke's law in tension up to the yield point and write 
0'= E€ (1) 
in which 0' and E are based on the original specimen dimensions as in 
the usual engineering sense. The proportionality constant E, which 
represents the slope of the stress -etrain curve, is called Young's modulus 
or the tensile modulus. Hooke's law can also be written in an inverse 
form 
D <T = € (Z) 
The proportionality constant D is then commonly referred to as the tensile 
compliance. It has been found experimentally that the above law holds for 
many materials, particularly metals, as long as the strains are small. 
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It is evident that if a material which obeys Hooke's law is held 
at a constant strain, the stress also remains unchanged with time. 
However when a propellant tensile specimen at room temperature is 
stretched and held at a constant strain € (stress relaxation test) the 
0 
stress 0' (t) necessary to maintain this elongation decays with time. 
In other words, the tensile relaxation modulus E(t) decreases since it 
is defined as 
E(t) 
Similarly. if a constant tensile stress 
(3} 
()" is applied (creep test) the 
0 
strain increases with time; or equivalently the creep compliance D(t) 
increases since 
D(t) = E(t) 
O'o 
These two cases a re illustrated in Figure 1. 
(4) 
In addition to strong time dependence, the mechanical properties 
are greatly affected by temperature. Below a temperature T , defined g 
as the glass transition temperature, the propellant is glassy and behaves 
as a brittle body obeying Hooke's law. Above this temperature the 
properties are time dependent and vary considerably with temperature. 
This behavior leads one to formulate a general functional relation-
ship between tensile stress and strain which includes both time and 
temperature dependence for temperatures greater than T • However it g 
has been found for many polymers , particularly plastics and rubbers, 
that these two variables can be considered separately if the temperature 
range is not too great. For example, if certain material constants are 
known at one temperature, it is possible to predict behavior at another 
temperature by simply altering these constants along with shifting the 
time scale ( 1). Since composite propellants are filled rubbers or filled 
plastics and double-base propellants are plastics, it is expected that the 
same rule should hold. On this basis the time dependent behavior, at a 
fixed temperature will be discussed first, and will be followed by an 
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explanation of the method used to correct for temperature in a later 
report. 
The relation between stress and strain of a propellant in a 
tension test at constant temperature can be expressed generally as 
(J (t) = 02 € (t) (5) 
where 0 1 and 0 2 represent algebraic and differential operations on (T(t) 
and E (t). For example, when Hooke's law applies the operators are 
simple constants 
(6) 
It is important to note that these operators are not always linear. Indeed, 
for large deformations of some metals, a more realistic relation is for 
example (2 ) 
= E( 1 - 2 V E ). 1n (1 + E ) (7) 
where ')) is Poisson's ratio. In this instance 0 2 is a non-linear alge-
braic operator. 
A simple extension of Hooke's law is to consider stress 
proportipnal to both the strain and the strain rate. For this case, equa-
tion (5) becomes 
0" (t) = 11 d E(t) + E € (t) 
'tv dt v (8) 
in which E and T1 are proportionality constants. An important 
v 'l v 
property of the differential operator is that it is linear and therefore obeys 
many of the ordinary rules of algebra, such as association, commutation, 
and superposition. This allows us to write 
cr <t> = 
in which 
o - n d +E 2- 'lv dt v 
(9) 
( 10) 
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If we consider a creep test in which a constant stress 0' 
0 
is 
applied to a material that obeys the stress -strain law shown in equation 
(8), the resulting strain can be calculated by integration. Assuming the 
specimen to be unstressed and unstrained at time t = 0, 
-t 
E (t) = 4 (1 - e 
v 
where a retardation time, t: v' 
Ttv 
= -r 
v 
has been defined for convenience. 
t'y 
) 
we obtain 
( 11) 
(lZ) 
The integrated expression for e (t) in ( 11) can now be easily 
checked by substituting it back into equation (9). The creep compliance, 
D(t), as defined by equation (4), is 
D(t) = € (t) = 
<fo 
t 
{13) 
A plot of D(t) is shown in Figure Z. It is seen that D(t)p given by equa-
tion (13) is similar to the creep compliance shown in Figure 1 for an 
actual propellant. 
However, it is not possible to describe accurately the complete 
stress and displacement behavior of propellant by such a simple relation; 
it is therefore necessary to go to more complicated operators. If the 
degree of complication is such that the stress-strain response can be 
adequately described by linear operators such as more general forms of 
(9), then it develops that the mathematics involved in solving stress 
problems is greatly simplified. This important fact therefore provides 
the impetus for investigating possible representations of the mechanical 
behavior by linear operators. 
Linear Viscoelastic Represent:ation 
We now define a s p ecial case of equation (5) such that 0 1 and OZ 
are taken to be linear differential operators with constant coefficients. 
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In the literature such a representation is called a linear viscoelastic 
model, and for a simple tensile test is written 
[ 
dn d
2 
d J ( dm d 2 d } p -+ ... p2 ~+ pl-:;-.;:- + p ()(t) = (] - + ... q ~+ q -+ (] 
n dtn dt ut o "m dtm 2 dtG 1 dt "'"0 
(14) 
or more compactly 
p" 0' (t) = a'' E (t) ( 15) 
where 
n 
di II L p = p. -..-- +p 1 dt1 0 i=t 
(16) 
m 
di 11 :L: Q = ~dT +q 0 i~l 
( 1 7) 
E (t) 
di 
--r- is a linear operator that represents the ith derivative with respect to 
dt1 
time and p. and q. are material constants to be obtained experimentally. 
1 1 
The methods used to obtain these constants will be described in a later 
report. 
The above relation (14) has good experimental verification for 
small strains over a wide temperature range for many unfilled polymers. 
Now even though composite propellants are essentially highly filled 
polymers, it is nevertheless expected that they would exhibit more or 
less of a linear viscoelastic behavior depending upon the specific compo-
sition. 
The same form of a stress-strain law is found to hold for 
hydrostatic pressure and volume change, and for shear stress and shear 
strain in a simple shear test. Thus, the response of an element subjected 
to hydrostatic pressurization is given by 
P 1 (f (t) = Q' ~ (t) p v ( 18) 
where (Av(t)) is the volume change per unit volume due to the hydrostatic 
v 
pressure (J"p(t). Similarly, 
p 'Z:' (t) = Q • (t) (19) 
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in which ?: (t) is a shear stress and 6 (t) the corresponding shear strain. 
P, Q, P', Q' are of the form of P" and Q" shown in (16) and ( 17). Equa-
tions (15), (18) and (19) are analogous to the elastic stress-strain laws, 
since for an elastic body undergoing small deformations we can write 
simple tension: O'"" =E E (E :z: Young's modulus) 
hydrostatic pressurization: Cf = K ~ (K ::: bulk modulus) p v 
shear: t = G Y (G = shear modulus) 
Similarly for a linear viscoelastic material we have 
simple tension rr Q" v (t) = pii € (t) 
hydrostatic pressurization: Cf (t) = p 
Q' .6v(t) P'_v_ 
shear: --;" (t) = I; .g '( (t) 
(ZO) 
(Zl) 
When it comes to actually computing the stresses and displace-
ments in a linear viscoelastic body, use is made of the analogy between 
equations (ZO) and (Zl ). Namely, the solution for an equivalent elastic 
problem is obtained first. It can be shown that in many cases the visco-
elastic solution is then obtained by replacing the elastic constants by the 
analogous viscoelastic operators and integrating with respect to time. 
The theoretical restriction on this method is that the time entering 
into the elastic solution must be of a special type; that is, the boundary 
conditions must be of the proportional loading type and there can be no 
stress waves. Proportional loading means that the space and time 
dependence in the non- zero prescribed boundary conditions appear as 
separate factors. A long, hollow cylinder with only a uniform, time 
dependent pressure on the internal surface would be a particularly simple 
example of this. In this case, the only non- zero boundary condition is on 
the radial stress -rT" = p. f(t), in which the time dependence is given by 
r 1 
the factor f(t). 
From a practical standpoint of being able to perform the integra-
tion without excessive difficulty, further restrictions are imposed. In 
particular, the operators should be simple, as in (9), and the material 
constants in the elastic solution should not appear in a complicated fashion. 
If the elastic problem does not contain these simplifications, then 
Laplace transform techniques s hould be used. 
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By this method~ the time variable can be integrated out of the 
equations involved in the formulation to yield equations which are analo-
gous to those in the elastic problem. This "associated elastic problem" 
is then solved. Next the resulting expressions are subjected to an inverse 
Laplace transform to obtain the final time and space d epend ent stresses 
and displacements. This method will be further discussed and applied to 
solid propellant grains in other reports. 
It can be shown that when a three-dimensional elastic body is 
homogeneous and isotropic there can exist no more than two independent 
elastic constants(3) (engineers generally use Young's modulus E and 
Poisson's ratio Y ). Thus, there are two independ ent relations between 
E, 1/ , G and K which are: 
9KG 
E = 3K+G 
3K-2G 1/= 2(3K+G) 
(22) 
(23) 
Similarly, . only two ind ependent operator relations can exist for a 
homogeneous, isotropic, linear viscoelastic body. Consequently, if G 
and K appear in an elastic solution, we obtain the solution for the visco-
elastic body by letting 
Q G-- p (24) 
Q' 
K-P' (25) 
and then integrating with respect to time. If 'Y and E appear, which is 
usually the case, then the a ppropriate substitution for E is 
or 
and for 1/ 
or 
Q" 
E-- P'' 
9QQ' 
E _.3Q 1P+QP' 
1 Q" p 1 11--z P" Q -
Y-
3Q'P-2QP' 
2(3Q 1P+QP1 ) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
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The choice of using either (26) or (27) for E and (28) or (29) for 11 
will depend on which operators are known from experiments. 
For low rate loading of many rubbers and plastics above a given 
temperature, the shear or distortion strains are generally much larger 
than the extensional strains which contribute to volume change. From 
equation (15) it is seen that a reasonable assumption for this case would 
be 
I 
P = 0 (infinite bulk modulus) 
which reduces (27) and (29) to 
E-+3.9 p 
A Simple Example 
(30) 
(31) 
In order to clarify the procedure of solving a viscoelastic stress 
problem, a simple example based upon relation (9) discussed earlier 
will be shown, in which 
11 ° + E ·~v at v 
1 
1' = 2 
(32) 
(33) 
(The partial derivative notation is used now since the stresses and 
displacements may be functions of both time and position). Consider the 
simple problem of a very long, un-bonded thick walled cylinder that is 
internally pressurized as shown in Figure 3. 
The radial stress in a similar elastic cylinder is (4 ) 
2 
a pi b2 
= ' ( 1 - ~> 
b 2 2 c. -a r 
(34) 
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It is seen that no material constants appear in (34). The radial stress 
in a viscoelastic cylinder is therefore identical to that in an elastic 
cylinder. Thus, we arrive at an important fact: elastic and linear 
viscoelastic stresses are identical if the elastic solution does not contain 
material constants. 
By integration of the strain-displacement relations, the radial 
displacement for the elastic body is found to be 
U. = p.r 
1 [ 
b z b z) .l 
< -r > + o - z v > <a:> _ o-z 11 ~ 
The viscoelastic situation is obtained by letting 
and 
which yields: 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
If p. fo.r example is a constant pressure applied instantaneously when 
1 
t = 0, equation (38) is readily integrated to obtain the time dependent 
radial viscoelastic displacement, 
3 
u =z E r 
v 
- t ( 1 - e 'Z:v ) (39) 
Note that when t __. 0, then u - 0; and when t - oo, u corresponds to 
the displacement of an elastic cylinder with Young's modulus E and 
1 v 
Poisson's ratio 11 = 2 
Restrictions and Applications 
These introductory remarks on viscoelasticity point out the close 
correspondence that exists in certain cases b etween the linear viscoelastic 
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stress problem and an equivalent elastic problem. Thus, the need for 
having elastic solutions in order to compute the viscoelastic stresses 
is indeed evident. The important assumption needed to solve these 
problems in the a bove fashion is that the strains must be small. This 
stems: from both material and mathematical considerations. The first 
one has already been mentioned in that plastics and rubbers exhibit linear 
viscoelastic behavior only for small strains. The other is due to the 
fact that the mathematics in the ordinary theory of elasticity is developed 
on the assumption of small strains. However, it should not be felt that 
application of the theory is seriously restricted. For one thing, when a 
propellant grain is rapidly loaded, rupture may occur at very small 
strains. This is also true at low temperatures. Another important use 
of the theory is for the indication of trends as strains become large; in 
fact the theory may still give fair accuracy for strains of several per-
cent. 
We turn now to the relation between the mechanical behavior of a 
linear viscoelastic material and the operator equation used in describing 
it. 
Model Representation 
The operator equations (21 ), which define the stress -strain 
behavior of a linear viscoelastic m aterial, can be represented diagram-
matically by mechanical models that exhibit the same macroscopic 
behavior(S). It is important to note that these models will give a des-
cription only of the phenomenological behavior of a material, and usually 
tell nothing of the complex molecular processes causing this behavior. 
However, they are a convenient means for constructing an operator 
equation in order to approximate actual viscoelastic behavior. 
A simple example of a model is the representation of Hooke's 
law by a spring as shown in Figure 4a. If we d enote the spring constant 
by a modulus m, the applied force by stress (f , and the extension by 
strain E • we have a model that evinces the same response as described 
by any one of the equations (20}; (J' and E are now to be understood 
to represent either tension, shear, or bulk behavior. 
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It will be shown in the following analysis that linear viscoelastic 
action can be represented by models made up of Hookean spring 
elements along with dashpots that exhibit Newtonian flow behavior 
(stress proportional to strain rate). The dashpot element is represented 
schematically in Figure 4b, in which the proportionality constant is 
definedas the viscosity fl. • 
Now, since the response in shear, tension, and bulk is assumed 
to be linearly viscoelastic, the stress 0' and strain E used with the 
models will be usually assumed, for convenience, to represent any one 
of these three types of loading. However, there is an exception to this 
rule for certain models. Specifically, when a simple shear stress is 
applied to a noncross-linked polymer element, its deformation increases 
indefinitely. However if this same polymer is subjected to a hydrostatic 
pressure the volume cannot decrease in an unlimited manner, but must 
approach an equilibrium value. Consequently, a model that evinces un-
limited flow behavior cannot be used to define an operator equation 
relating hydrostatic pressure (stress) and relative volume change (strain). 
In contrast, a cross-linked polymer specimen subjected to a shear stress 
will always reach an equilibrium deformation. We therefore have the 
rule that in describing tension, bulk, and shear response for a cross-
linked polymer, or bulk response for a noncross-linked polymer, a 
model should be used that does not exhibit unlimited flow under stress. 
Voigt Model 
One of the simplest models exhibiting viscoelastic behavior is 
the Voigt model. It consists of a spring and dashpot in parallel as shown 
in Figure Sa. 
The procedure used for obtaining the operator equation for a 
particular model is: (1) write an equation of stress equilibrium in 
which the applied stress is balanced by the internal stresses on the 
elements, as shown in Figure Sa; (Z) relate the overall strain (or 
extension) E of the element to the internal strains. For the Voigt 
model this step is trivial since the overall strain is the same as in the 
dashpot and spring. It is seen that equation (8), discussed previously, 
is represented by this model. 
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The behavior in standard tests is shown in Figures Sb and Sc. 
In a creep test, the equation for strain is found by integrating the 
operator equation in which the a pplied stress is constant. The initial 
condition needed to determine the constant of integration is e = 0 
when t = 0. It should be noted that there is no instantaneous strain, 
whereas an actual propellant does deform immediately (neglecting inertia 
effects). The recovery equation of strain is obtained by integrating the 
operator equation with the stress set equal to zero, and the initial 
condition e = E, , when t = t 1 • The curve shows that the model 
completely recovers to its original length as t - oo. 
The reason for defining previously the ratio 11 /m as retarda-
'lv v 
tion time t , is seen by the creep behavior. Here, 't represents 
--- ---- v v 
a quantity with the dimension of time and has the effect of shifting the 
time scale in regards to the delayed action of the material. For example, 
when 7:: is large, the strain is retarded so that it increases slowly; 
v 
whereas if t is small, the curve shifts to the left and the equilibrium 
v 
strain is approached quite rapidly with very little retardation. 
When this model is held at a constant strain. as in a stress 
relaxation test, the stress remains constant since no flow occurs in the 
dashpot. Thus., the Voigt model does not exhibit stress relaxation, 
while a propellant does. 
With a constant strain rate, the stress immediately jumps to a 
finite value and then increases linearly. This behavior also is not 
representative of a propellant since the stress in a real material increases 
continuously from zero at a decreasing rate. 
Maxwell Model 
The Maxwell model in Figure 6a is another basic model exhibiting 
viscoelastic response. The first step in obtaining the operator equation 
is trivial in this case since the stress in the dashpot is the same as that 
in the spring. Strains are matched by equating the overall strain to the 
strain in the dashpot plus that in the spring. 
The integrated expression for strain in a creep test (Figure 6b) 
shows that deformation occurs immediately, and that unlimited flow 
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occurs - i.e., the strain does not approach an upper limit. When the 
stress is removed, there is an immediate recovery to a finite strain 
which remains as a permanent deformation. 
This model shows stress relaxation behavior in a manner 
similar to uncross-linked polymers, in that the stress decays to zero 
at a decreasing r ate . 
For this model, the time constant is defined as 
'C = Tlm 
m ~
m 
in which '?:' is called the relaxation time. It has the dimension of 
m 
time and represents the time it takes for the stress to fall to (1/e) of 
its original value in a relaxation test. It is, therefore, a measure of 
the rate at which the relaxation occurs; for example, w hen the relaxa-
tion time '7: is very small, the stress decays to zero almost 
m 
immediately. 
If the model is strained at a constant rate, the stress -time curve 
in Figure 6d shows that it behave s in a manner similar to a propellant. 
Generalization of Models 
The Voigt and Maxwell models cannot be used in themselves to 
represent propellant behavior, as was pointed out for a few cases. 
Therefore, it is necessary to form combinations of these basic units in 
order to approximate actual linear viscoelastic response. This is 
usually done by adding Voigt models in series or Maxwell models in 
parallel to form an array of springs and dashpots . The mathematical 
relations developed for these models will serve as a useful guide in 
designing experiments for the testing of propellants. 
Subsequent reports will deal with this as pect of the analysis, as 
well as outlining the general procedure to be used in investigating failure 
and failure criteria. 
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II . ELASTIC SOLUTIONS FOR CYLINDERS 
This section of the report consists of a compilation of various 
elastic solutions pertaining to right circular cylinders under various 
loading conditions of tension, pressure and torsion. It will serve as a 
convenient collection of solutions which are of direct application to the 
analysis of solid propellant viscoelastic behavior using the analogy 
discussed in the first section. The viscoelastic solutions to be derived 
from these elastic solutions can eventually be compared to the results 
from a variety of tests on actual or simulated solid propellant configura-
tions. Further extension to star geometries is anticipated through the 
use of stress-concentration factor s . 
The se elastic solutions will be amplified to include various 
temperature loading conditions. Inasmuch as there are many standard 
texts readily available which relate to the theory of elasticity, derivations 
of the following results are omitted. 
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Necking effect 
Plane stress 
Plane strain 
R 
r 
Second order 
Small strains 
St. Venant 
Subscript ( ~ ) 
u 
v 
w 
z 
z 
- a dhes ion of propellant to case 
- Young's modulus 
- effects due to finite length cylinders: z = o or z :: £. 
- s hrinking of cross-section due to elongation 
- no stress in axial direction: (J = o 
z 
- no strain (displacement) in axial direction: 
€ = 0 X 
- body force in radial direction as, for example, 
centrifugal force 
- radial coordinate 
- a smaller quantity which is proportional to square 
of the variable 
- most elastic solutions are first order linear theory 
- strains of the order of a few percent for linear 
theory 
- (a) Localized effects at boundaries die out as 
boundaries are remote 
- (b) Simple first order torsion in which ends 
rotate as solid disks 
- used to indicate two solutions simultaneously -
upper sign o ption with upper subscript, etc. 
radial displacement 
- tangential displacement (in 0 direction) 
- axial displacement 
- body force in axial direction, e. g., gravity 
- axial coordinate 
- s h ear strain 
- d el operator for differentiation - see page i for 
definition of 'll.. 
- strain 
- body force in the tangential (or 6) direction 
- tangential coordinate of the cylindrical '(or polar) 
system 
shear modulus of elasticity - see page i 
- Poisson's ratio 
- stress 
- shear stress 
- general stress function 
CYLI~D\2\CAL EQUATIO~S 
ECIUIL1Bt21UH : 
d 6-r -'- ~'tre ~Tn + 6'..-- 6e 
-t-R ~r+,...~ + )Z r 
o Lre-+ _!_ o6a + "dLez + 2 ?::rg -+ e 
<l r r 46 "dZ r 
"d Lrz. ....L "d Z:fll + Cl lfz + Z"'r2 4 z ~ + r """)9 ~ r 
STQESS - STO.Ai"-1 
OISPLACEME"-lT 
- ...L ~-+ av- - v-
"¥;-e- Y de dY" r , 
COMPATIBILITY : 
\72 = 
=0 
0 
0 
E 
_ t(= 2(1+V) 
E - "dw 
z - dZ. 
6z 
A~lALLY S YHHETQlC t:=. QUATIQ kJ 5 
E Q LJILIBl2.iU H 
-t-C2=01 
-+ z = 0 
"-lo d e.pende.nce o n 
STQAI"-l - DISPLACEME"-JT ; 
E u Ez= ~ 
e= r ' ~z 
y _ "dU. + ()u.r 
o.,.-z- ;;.z ()t"" 
STRE:::SS FUt--JC::T\01--JAL APPROAC I-l ( "-JO BODY FOQC: ES): 
(1+ V) 
El" =- E 
Ee 
( 1+ V) _L "d .. cP 
- r dr ()"R E 
Ez 
(I+V) "1~ [c1- zv) "V2 ct> + -a"-<P -+ -'-~] - E d r~ r df 
u 
(i-+-v) "d"'cP 
- E d r():l. 
VJ 
(1+1.1) [ (I - Z V) 'V >- cp + ; • $,_ + _ , d <P J -
E r ar 
AV.IALLY SYHHETC21C EQUATIOUS- TWO OIHE"-.JS IO~AL 
EQUILIBC21UH 
6 .,. - 6 e + Q _ 0 
-r 
PL-A"'-JE STQESS 
6.:= 0 
E 
1- -v>- -for- E 
11 
1-1) -fo...- -v. 
STRESS FU~CTIO"'-JAL. APPQOAC:~ ( 1--JO BODY FOI:<C:E) : 
"\74 q, = 0 
6~ = -~ A+ 2 C r"' 
d1.q, L>. 
- -= --=-+ 2C 
"d r>- I'"'" 
cl>-A1nr+Cr 4 
T-1 
T E"-lSIOU - SOLID OC2 WOLLOW C Y LIUDEC2- WO CASE 
BOUUDAC2Y CO"-.JDITIO~S: 
-i="=r solid c)'linde.r-
-r= Cl , b let a--+- o 
STQAIUS 
DISPLACEH.E"-115: 
V 6o r U= - E: 
'W 6o z = E::. 
ASSUHPTIO~ 5: 
1. W = end e+-+ects - ei-the..r ends 
by lA or we. consider only reg i o ns > 0 ( b- :a) +r-oYn 
ends (St. Ve.nant ). 
2. 6o d.;stribwted uni+'orl"Y\Iy ove...- -e.nds, or e9.u;vale...nt 
Vv'ith s;;,.l'Tle. ""t=-ta I pr-e.ss u..-e... ~ consicler- onl/ ~e~ ions 
3. A c. an be.. con side.re.d 
c:ons"t~nt ( no nee: kin-3 ef+ect ) . 
T-.2 
TEt-...1510~- 50LlD Ot2 ~OLLOW CYLIWOEC2- WIT~ CASE-
BQ~OED-C.YLit-...JDEc:2 AWD CASE IU TEWS\Ok1-U"-JlF012H 
5T12E5S 
BOUk!DAQY CO~DlTl0~5 : 
p 6, = 60 = --:~:--~ 
L lf(c·-a") Z= 0, ..Q.. 
6,.. = o : r = a , c. 
u=uc: r=b 
6~ = 6o 
For- solid 
cyl;l.,der: 
let a- o 
1:hr-ou_g hout. 
6r = -10': 
-r = b ' 
( Vc E) V 1- V Sc. 00 
~/ = - -----------------------------------------------------t>1~~1 [(1- ))) + (l+ 11) ~:) + c"~~1 ( ~J (CI- Vc) + (I+ 1/c) ~: J 
FoC2 11-liU CASE ~ 
( Vc E J IP'=- __________ v ___ ~---~v~=--c __ 6_o ______ __ 
b~ [ a~J ~:;>•- az. (t-1/) + ( 1+11) --g + 
STC2Ait-..J5 lf. Pl5PLAC::EHE"-.JT.5 OF CYLik!DEC2 
E(;) =- et 1 )} 0 0 + ~~~: [c1- -v) =f (I+ 1/) ~~. J} 
~ = Co 
J:. e 
1 f b1 -p ' a1 } 
u =-"""§:"t-v 6o r + b•-az. [Cl- 11)-r+ (1+11) r) , 
W=+~z ~ 
ST~ESSES O U CASE 
6= y 
c-b=h. 
T-3 
STI2Alk.J5 a DIS~LACEHE"--lTS OF CASE: 
E • 2 Ve [ V 6 _ 
•- Ec. c. o 
2 "llc [ b1 1'1 ( ] 1-V;,= -- V.,6o- % b'" 1-11,) Z 
'Fe. c-
ASSUMPT\01--.15 
2. s,.,., a I I stv-ain~ 
UT- LATe. o-f 
U = Uc. 
For I\Al"c.= 'UJ'J: 
a=o 
T-4 
TE"-.15\0U- SOL-ID OQ 1-JOLLOW CYLIUDE[2 - WITW CASE- BOUOED 
C.YL\"-.JDEC2 a CASE I"-J TE"-1510"-.J- UkJIFOf2H 5Tt2AIU 
B OU"--DARY CO"--DIT\0~5: 
6,. = o : r= a, c. 
U= U.c.: Y"= b 
W= We: Z = o, ! 
6 = ~ = 1f Rb .. -a•) 6""0 + (c. .. -b~) oc. J A 1r (c 1 - a') 
('o1 - a') 6~= 2 bh.. <Jc 
b"- a>-
STRESSES 01--J C.YLI"-..DEC2 : 
I 
O'r= - 1=' : -r=b 
[ Thin easel 
1) o.- -vc. ~c. 6"c. ~1= ---~.-----------------------------~---------------b'~: .. [CI - V)+(I-1-V) ~:]+ c{>~~( :J[(I-V,)+(I+"Yc)~:] 
' ')) 6o - V., ~" 6'c.. 
-p = - --b~~-r,-----a-=-• J __ b_E __ 
Ez = ()o 
E 
b"--a'l(i-V)+(I+V)V + hEc 
u =- ~ l v o: r + ;·_-p~· [c1 - -v)r +(I+ v) ~·]} 
STOES SSS OU CASE 
0: - b'" p ' 
,. - c'"- b'" 
T-5 
5TOAIUS ¢ DISPL-ACEMEIUTS OF CASE : 
E = 2 V, [v. <r: _ b~ tJ' ( 1_ 1), )] 
.r Ec c ' c•- b• 
ASSUHPT\01-..JS: 
I. klo end effects 
2. S rnQII strains 
T-G 
TEW5\0 t-.J- 50LID OC2 WOLLOW CYLI~OED-WITH CASE-BO"-lDED 
CA5E IW TEWSIOU OC2 CYLIUDE[:2. lkl TEWSIOI--J 
See. previOUS pages -for cylinder ¢ c~se both In tension 
and uni.Porm strain : 
FOR CAS~ O ULY IU TEI-.J510U 
Let <lo = 0 
Let: ~= 0 
AssuHPTI0"-16 
I. Uo end effects. 
2. Small strains. 
3. Shear due to w-- l.I.Te o+" lesser importance "than 
matching 
P-1 
PI2ESSUC2E - SOLID CYLIUDEQ - UO CASE 
TWO DIHEI--JSIOUAL PLAUE STC2E55: 
Bou~UDAQY COI-..JDITIOt-....15: 
O"'r = - i?o 
<r. = 0 Z=O, Q. 
O'r = <re = - "Po 
STQAJIW5 4. DI5PLACE.HEWI5: 
E .... = E __ (1- V)-+-> 
, 9 - t'o E 
( 1- v) 
u. = - 1?o r 
E 
E 2V-+-> 
Z = E r-o 
zv 
W" ---e- 1Jo Z 
TVVO Dl HE:~5 101'-JAL PLAWE STQAIW : 
I 
'z 
B oundary conditions ¢. stresses s~me. except Ea.= 0 
Z= o, ~ cf'it = - 2 Y "Po 
(1+1J)(I-2V) 
E = E 8 =- -po y E 
(I+ 1.1)(1-21.1) u = - ___..:. __ _.:_ _ _ _ -'Po r 
E 
ASSUMPIJ0"-.1 
r 
r 
P- 2. 
PQESSUC2E- SOLID CYLit--..JOEC2 - WITI---1 CA5E 
TWO DIHEWSIOUAL- PL-AI--.IE STC2E55 : 
BOUUDAQY COUDITIOUS: 
O'r = - -'p. r = c 
U = Llc ' Z=o Y=b 
Z=O, £_ 
STC:ZESSE=S llo.....J SOLID CYLit...JDEt:2 : 
-'P. 
, -2c~-p. 
0: = a: = - -p = - ---------------;::::--
r 8 (I+'Yc)C~+(I-Vc)tf+(l--v)(c.z.-b•") ~c 
\-, ' = ,... pressure 
Fo02 I~IIW C ASE : 
-p'= 
1+(1-V)h.Ec. 
bE 
STOAit...JS &: DISPLACEHEUTS 1"-.J SOLID CYLIUDEO: 
( 1- "V) -p' 
E 
u =- ( 1- v) -p' r 
E 
z 11 .y,' 
Ei:= r-
E 
STC:ZESSES 11-.J CASE: 
b" c~ (Po--p') I a;. = -c•- b' r .. 
b'c' ' ('Po--p) I 
o-e - c·-~? 
-p ' b"- 1'. c .. 
+ c•- b~ 
+ 
-p' b~- ""P.c • 
c•- b .. 
z 
P-3 
SIQA\k15 ~ D\5PLACEHEWTS I~ CASE 
cc·- b~) l=c. 
w- = _ 2 Vc. (pb"- 'Po c'") z 
(c"- b~)Ec: 
ASSUMPTIC>"-15: 
\. 1--Jo end ef-fects 
2. two shEar transmitted between cylinder and CC~se. 
P-4 
PQESSUQE- SOLID CYL\UDER - WIT~ CASE ( COUT.) 
TWO DIHE"-J'510"-JAL 'PLt:::IUE STQAI"-J: 
BOUWDADY COk.IDIIIO U 5 : 
<Yr = - -p. -r = c 
u.=u"": r=b 
Ez = 0 : Z: = o, 1.-
SIRESSES IU SOLID CYLIUDEQ: 
o- = cr:: = --t>' = r e c'"+(l-210b"+(l-211)(c2-b~) (l+V)Ec. 
(1-t- Yc) E 
--p' = pressc...Jt"""e be.t\1\/ee n cylinder anc:::l case 
I=OQ 11-m ... .J CASE: 
t>' = Po 
I+ ( 1- 2V)(I+ V) hEc 
1- v: bE 
5 TQAII...J5 .$. DI 5 P L A C E.HE"-JTS 11.....1 CYLIUDEt:2: 
U=-
( 1- 2V)( I+V) -p' 
E 
(1-2V)(l+'V) --p'r 
E 
5Tk'E5SE S 11--..J CASE : 
()9 =-
<ri[ = 
b.c .. ( ~.- -p') _1_ + 
c 1 - b2 ra 
b> Z c I c -p. - t> ) _ I_ + 
c~-b1 r .. 
2 Yc ( -p' bz. ....... 1'. C 2 ) 
C 1 - b .. 
P-5 
DISPLAC:E.HE.UTS 1"-.1 CASE. : 
ASSUHPTIOt-...1 : 
P- 6 
PC2E5'5UQE- 1---lOLLOW CYLIUDEC2- E~TEQ"--lAL P DE5SUC2E-
1-.JO CASE 
TWO DIHEUSIO t--IAL PLA~E 5TC2E'5'5: 
BOUIWDAQY COWD\11 0 1--JS: 
0:= ,.. 0 r-= a 
C)r = -t>o: r = b 
<Yz = 0: Z=o, Q 
STC2ESSES: 
' 
UJ= 
"TWO DIHE"-.JSIOWAL PLAI--lE STQA\U : 
B oundary conditio n s !t ..:;tresses sarne.. e><c.ept Ez= o : z = o 1 1 
~nd <ri: = _ 21J b .. "Po 
E~"--
E=-8 
1::>1 - a"" 
A S5UMPTIO W : 
1. "-~= end e-f-fec.ts 
P-7 
PQ.E5SUC2E -1-JOLLOW CYLIUDEQ-IUTEC2"-.JAL PC2ESSUI2E-UO CASE 
TWO DIHEUS\0"-.JAL PLA~E:: STOESS: 
BOUUDAQY CO"-lDITIOUS: 
err=- "Pi. r= a 
trr= 0 r= b 
a:-z o: Z=O, Q, 
5TOES5E:5: 
err= 
5TOAik.l5 ¢ DISPLACEHEWTS: 
2V E=--
z I= 
~'"t\ 
b .. - a• 
STOAI~S $ DISPLAC EHE.t--.JT'5: 
E= r 
A5SUMPT101'-l : 
I. "-lo end et-f"ec:ts 
2v u.r=- - -
~ 
P-s 
PQESSUQt:= -1--JOLLOW CYLit-..JDEQ-E~TEC2t-.JAL Pt:2ESSUC2E -WITI-J CA.SE 
TWO DIHEUSIOt-..JAI- PI-AWE STOESS : 
BOL.lUDAt:2Y CO~DITIO"-JS: 
<Jr = o: r =a 
LL = u, , r. = o : r = b 
O'r = -'Po : r = c 
(J"E = 0 : Z = 0 1 fl. 
-r' = 
...P'= 
I+ [ CI+V)a1 + ( 1-V )b2 ) h.Ec. 
(b'- a') bE 
C.YLIWDE.C2: 
b~ p ' ~ E =- rci-V)-( I+V)_§_] 
r (b• -a•)E l' r .. } 
b~ I :a. 
E e = - p [C 1- V) + (I+ V) ~] Cb· - a')E r 1 
- b'p' 2 
U = (b• - a•)E [(1- V)Y"+ (I+ V) ~ .. J 
STC2E5SES IU CASE : 
E= r 
2 Vc:: (P1 b~- "f). C) 
(C1 - b"-) Ec 
uJ = _ 2 v .. (1:{b .. - -'P.c .. ) z 
(cz. - b")E=c 
ASSUHPTIO "-.JS : 
1. Uo end effects 
P-9 
2. Uo shear between c:y lir-.de.r "''nd case 
P-10 
PC2E'55UDE-~IOLLOW CYLII...JDEQ -EU.TEC2"-.JAL PQESSUQE-WITW CA S E- ( COU T. ) 
T WO DIME~IO"--AL PLAt-....JE 5TDAIW : 
BOUUOAQY COUDITIOU6: 
err= 0 : 
u. = u.c: 
I =C 
Ej[ =o : Z = 0 _Q_ 
' 
5TQ.SS5E.5 IU 1-l O LLOW CYLIUDEQ: 
bl -pi 1 
a: =- . ( 1- 3_) ' y b ... _ a... rz 
I 1J = - -::---
"'¥' ' = pr-essure be-tw~en cyl inder and case . 
PI= 
I+ [~2+ (1-2 V)b'"] ( 1-t V)h.Ec. 
(b' - az)( 1- -v;) bE. 
b'" -pi ... 
a:: = - -- (1 + ..E!_) 
e b:z.- a" r• 
STOAIUS ~ D15PLAC:E.HEt-....J\S 1"-..1 CVLIUDE.Q: 
2 I 
( 1-t-.Y) b"P [ a"} 
Er=- (b ... -a")E ( 1-2t/) - rz } 
E =- (1+1/)b'"tf [(l- 2Y) + ~ .... 11 9 (b'·- a ... )E r 
STRESSE S 1"--1 C ASE : 
2v, ( -p'b•- "Po e ' ) 
6z = ---c-1-_-b-~---
P-11 
<ST1.2AI IU'5 ~ DISPLACEHI=:.~-CIS 11--.J CASE : 
E = I+ Vc. ( 1 1( - ')-' ( - )( I z. >. )J 
r- (C-b .. ) Ec b c -'Po "'P r• + I 2 v, ~ b- 'PoC 
AE>SUMPTI0"--1 : 
I. Uo end ef-Fect s . 
P-12 
TWO DIHE"-.JSIO~L PLA"-.JE STPESS: 
BOUWDAt::2Y CO"-lDITIO l--JS: 
<rr = - -p, 
(...( = U.c I 'L= 0 : I= b 
r= c. 
Z= O , t 
5Tt:2ESSES 1"-.J W OLLOW CYL\"-.JDE.Q : 
a•b' (~'--'P.:) 
+ 
p, a"- t>'b ... 
cr= b"-- a • r"-t" b"-a .. 
a'b"(p'- ~'<) 
+ 
-t>, a" - -p'b" 
cr=- b' -a'" & b"-- a .. r" 
STDAI"-.15 $ DISPLACEHE"-.JTS 11.....1 C YLIWDEC2: 
E = _ 2J)("Pi._q_"--p'b') 
r (b'"-a")E tV= 
P-13 
STRE5SES IU C ASE : 
STC2Att--J 5 a DISPLAC:EHEUT5 1"-..J CASE: 
_ 2 JJc.b'"p' E~:-- - ----(c'- b'·)E._ 
ASSUMPTIOI--..JS : 
I. Uo end e.f'fects . 
2. Wo she~r betvveen cylinder 2:1nd case. 
P-14 
P[2ESSUC2E-WOLLO W CYLikJOEL2-IUTEQUAL P C2t=S ::5LJQE-WITI-l CASE-(CO"-JT.) 
TWO OIHE"-JSIO "-JAL PLA"-JE STC2AII....J : 
BO\I.H ... JDoCIO.Y COp....jDITIO}......JS: 
U. = U.c : r=b 
0",... = 0 
Z:= o, Q. 
(Y = _ a1b~ ("'p'--pL) _ t_ + _ 1\q~~--J?~ b-.: 
9 b"- a" rz b·- COI1 
2 v ( -p. a"- -p'b .. ) 
_ _ _ _! - - - -
b2-a1 
..p'= ~-- 2(1 - 1/) a .. -p .. 
[a"+ (l--2-Y-) b- "-:-J +- (b' _=. a')(l+ 1/,) E -[- x -- • 1 b"J 
P'= 
- ·-- c + ( l-Zvc) (c .. -1:5)( I+ 1)) Ec 
[ a•+ ( 1-2 V)b"] + ( P.~-a') ( l-Vc') P. E 
( I+ V)h. E.c: 
I + v l ... bL ( I ) I ( ( 2 I b'" 1 E = - -- - a p- -p. - + 1- 2 v) p. '21 - -p ) 
,... (}::t-a•)E "' r.. • 
( U.= JEyJ.r = rEe 
E = - 1 ~--l""7 a 2 b. ( p'-p·).±z+ ( 1- 211)( -p. -9'--p'b .. )}) 
e (b .. _ a')E .. r • 
P-IS 
b" -p' ~ 
(fe = -c-~-- b-,. (I + ~") 
<fz= 
511:2AI"-l5 .:f DI5PLA CEH E j....jTS lt-...1 CASE : 
( I + .Yc;) b. I .. 
u = ~ [C 1- 2 Yc:) r +~I (c~- b') Ec. r J 
ASSUMPTI0"-1 : 
I. 1-...Jo end effec:. t<o 
t-1 
I O C2 5 10 "--.J EOUATI0"-..15 - 5 1: V Et-.__lA"--l-r 
---
ASSUHPTlO I'-....15: 
I . 1'-.-.lo dependence on 8 coordinate (not same as tvvtst: 9=~) 
2 . ()r = <fr = 'Lra = T rz = 0 1 no bod_y .forc .-s 
3 . Ez=O ( or e= ~ << 1) 
EGlUILIE3QILJH : 
a'Lez 
a z = 0 
ST~E:SS- STPAII-..l : 
rez: = 'Lez 
,.4.. 
S TC2AII......J- 0 15PLAC EHEI-..JT : 
av 1.1 ~e = a-r - r=O 1 
B out...JD,C,RY CO~DITI0 1.......1 5: 
I. Ends ( Z = o , t) rot~"te a s 
solid disks~ 1T line~r in r. 
2. Cylindr ica l sur-fac.e ( r= b ) 
uni-Formly twisted~ 'Lu =ns t ., 
.fo r r = b . 
u. =- e ::z."<1 ' IT=9x:x , w=o 
t-z 
TOC2510U EQUATIO"'-J5 - SECO"-JD OC2DEC2 
ASSUHPT\0~5 : 
I. klo dependence o n e coordinate 
3. klo body -forces 
• FDOH C21VLit-. • .J' '.5 "--OlE 5, PAG E 81 Et. 8.3: 
vvh ... ..-e L:he a· L energy expresston: 
-.vher-e "the J;. ~r-.a invariants of" inc.re2\singly higher o rders. 
CIQCULAC2 WOLLOVV' CVLI"-JDEC2: 
B I 
ELASI\C SOLLJTIO I-..JS: 
a=- E 
1 4 ( 1+1-i) 
E. I- 11 
------------------
5 ( 1+ 2V)( I -2 V) C\ .. = 
C13= Cl4 = as= 0 
---;;::11------- ---
RIVL\1--.J, 
t-3 
BOUWDAQY COUDITIOUS: 
_,<{ o1. r 
'L='Lze=.)-{e r = b 
cr:l= 'Z:zy= 0 : :z = o, t 
STDAI"-.JS I$ DISPLACEHEI-..JTS: 
-
4=Y"ze=.3 =er 
Y,:xi 
U=\lT= O 
IOC2QUE: 
A'5SUMPTIO~S: 
I . End surface s ( Z = o, ~) rotate as solid disks 
:z =con s t . r-e.rn c=un plane. 
.3. E;z= 0 ~ 8 << I 
SE:.COUD OQDEQ DISPL-ACEHEk.JI: 
t-4 
TOC25 10U- SOLID O C2 WOLLOW CYLlkJDEQ - WIT~ CASE 
CYLih.JDEt:2 A"-lD ~S...J=, U~DEQ T OC2St0"-.J 
BOUUDARY COUDIT\0~5; 
7:.=7::ze=7<9r, ~=Tzr=O Z=O! 
' 
a-= Lyz = L:re=O r=c (~ OQ= o) 
h 
STC2AIW'5 $ DI5PLACEHE~TS : 
r=er, v- = erz 
Er = t= 9 = E: z = Orz = t;.e = U. = UT = 0 
TOC2QUE: 
z 
C h= c-b) 
EQU\VALEUT 5~EAt:2 HODULUS : 
3 
- ~ + 4b h. ~c ' 
l::>" - a 4 
\. End s ur-Face.::. ( Z.= 0 , l) r-otate as s=l;d disks. 
remain pl<::~ne.. 
6<< 1 
t-5 
TOQ510k!- SOLID OC2 ~OLLOW CYLlbJDEQ.-WITW CASE. 
CD..5E UUDEC2 TOC2SIO~- CYLII-..JDEC2 UUBOt--.JDED 
80U"--DAC2Y CO"-..JDIIIOW S: 
lrz = Lzr= 0 
b ~ r <. c (case. only) 
All stresses zero on cyl inder 
in linear "theory. 
"Oze= e r, 1!= 8rE: , 
Er= Ee=Ez=Q;.z=Or-e=U=uT=O 
TOt:2QUE: 
1r A
2
c e (c4- L 4) H=Hc=---- D 
ASSUMPTIO~S: 
2. Cylinder 1n no vvay receives shear -f"rorn case. or end plate 5 . 
..3. Ez= 0 1 henc e 8 << I 
2:1nc::l if. endplate s ~re. -flat "they 1mpose. a 
E << E.c. and no she~r transmitted. 
t-G 
TOC25\0kJ- SOLID OC2 HOLLOW CYLIUDEC2-WITW CASE 
CASE UUDEP TOC25\QU-CYLIWDEC2 BOWDED TO CASE 
BOU"--DAQY C..O"-.JDIIIOWS: 
z = o, 1, $ b ~ 1" ~ C (on~ to case) 
I=C 
~OTE: !hie is ide.ntica\ "to tore.ioh applied 1:o both case a'"'d 
cylinder- at z= 0, ! . 
STQAI"-1 4. DISPLACEHE"-ll : 
Dez = er, 
lT = erz: 
T0t:2QUE:: 
"thin C2lSe. 
EQLJIVALSI-...JT SWE:AQ HODULU5 : 
4h. =~+-b-A.,. 
thin c.ase. 
t-'7 
TOQSIOW - SOLID OC2 WOLLOW CYLIUDEC2 -WITW · CASE 
CYLI"-JDEC2 UUDEP TOQSIO~ - U"-!BOkJDED 
BOUIUDAQY COt....JDITIOI-...JS: 
z:=O, .£_ o ~ r s b (c)' Iinder only) 
All st~esse.s ze.~o on case rn 
linear -theory. 
STOAI"-JS ~ DISPLACEHE"-.JIS OF cylinder: 
Oze= er, V= 9rz.J 
Er= Ee = Ez= Grz= tre= U.= w= 0 
ASSUHPTIO"-JS : 
I. Tor~ue applied only "lo c)'linder. 
I 
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I 1 I 1 
, ___ L __ I 
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2. Ce~5e. 1n no W21_Y receives shear -f'rom cylinder or er-.dpl<:~i:ee.. 
he.nc::e. 9<< I 
S~CO"-JD ORDeQ I~EOOY: 
~OTE: If cylinder IS nonelastic:, this strain is di-fferent. In -+ac:.t, 
Qivlih has -f:ound "this to be P-ositive. -for rubber. 
